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Despite the growing interest in community-led organizations there remains some events operated by not-for-profit organizations that have not been fully explored, even when there is a significant sociocultural contribution to the host communities. Although this study is set within Highland Games there are many similarities to a variety not-for-profit event organizations managing traditional community events or cultural celebrations such as Hogmanay or Common Ridings. The challenges facing volunteer organizations are considerable when attempting to maintain cultural traditions and committee stabilization, for numerous not-for-profit event organizations. Furthermore, the organizers of community events may not be traditionally perceived as the protectors of a country’s culture, there is no doubt that many events play a significant role in promoting unique elements of tradition and culture. Adopting a qualitative methodology, the article highlights some of the challenges encountered to maintain a stable support system for dedicated groups of individuals. Findings highlight the community focus and need for synergetic support systems in communities to ensure longevity of significantly important events.
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Introduction

Community events have a significant social place in society and are recognized as unifying residents through cultural narratives. Specifically, in terms of creating social capital and engagement across a broad spectrum of stakeholders who manage and support community events. Although academics often eschew community events in favor of larger more impactful events, community events have attracted interest since the 1970s. Initially associated with native festivals and cultural tourism in the form of tourist attractions (e.g., Greenwood, 1977) it was not until the 1990s the increasing academic interest was evident within the literature (see Getz, 1991; Hinch & Delamere, 1993). Furthermore, many small-scale sporting events lack academic rigor, although there is increasing interest at an organizational and management level (e.g., Brewster, 2014; Brewster, Connell, & Page, 2009; Darcy, Maxwell,
Highland Games have centuries of history. Such evolved as a tradition within communities, some where the origins are in the distant past, and have 1986; McCombie Smith, 1891; Ray, 2001). 2000; Colquhoun & Machell, 1927; Donaldson, Hogmanay (McNeill, 1959, 1968), and Highland Hogmanay (Mair & Frew, 2013), fire festivals at festivals with touristic appeal. Particularly festivals associated with harvest and Festivals of the Corn (McNeill, 1959, 1968). In Scotland, events embedded in communities are the Common Ridings in the Borders, Hogmanay Fire celebrations such as the Fireball Procession at Stonehaven or Biggar Bonfire (McNeill, 1959, 1968), and the Up Helly Aa Festival in Shetland (Finkel, 2010). There are many local festivals with unknown origins that play a central role in the annual events calendar of many communities. Elsewhere, similar events may occur, such as agricultural shows (Darian-Smith, 2011), rural Australian events (Chappel & Loades, 2009; C. Gibson, Connell, Waitt, & Walmsley, 2011), or the Mongolian Naadam Festival (Thompson & Schofield, 2009).

Typically, community-centered events are primarily staged for the benefit of the residents, through the creation of an enjoyable social experience over the pursuit of financial gain. Most events are created to serve a purpose, such as generating revenue through increasing tourism and visitor numbers or to achieve societal goals and support the host community. Yet, studies of community events do not command the same level of interest favored by large events. Cultural events with sporting themes are prevalent around the world, with many evolving from traditional cultural events to spectacular festivals with touristic appeal. Particularly festivals linked to indigenous culture, such as the Dragon Boat races in China (McCarter & Osti, 2007), the Naadam Festival in Mongolia (Schofield & Thompson, 2007), and the Garma Festival, Northeast Arnhem Land, Australia (Phipps, 2011).

Like many community events, most Highland Games function on not-for-profit principles where success is achieved by generating enough income to finance and support the event in subsequent years. As volunteers, the organizers contribute their time, skills, and expertise on a nonremuneration basis to manage and stage the events. Archetypal of many not-for-profit community events that rely on the goodwill of residents for assistance and support, and it is the commitment of volunteers that
sustain many events as an essential organized workforce. The nonremunerated volunteer organizers are crucial to the sustainability of community events where, unlike commercial enterprises, the voluntary sector operates for the benefit of its members over the pursuit of financial gain (Darcy et al., 2014; Green & Jones, 2006).

Competition is key to the success of Highland Games and attracts international players to Scotland, often to compete at multiple events. The level of international competitors across the events has not been explored; however, there is no doubt that by competing at events around the country there is a substantial economic contribution through event tourism activity. Following a “circuit” is well documented in early literature (Colquhoun & Machell, 1927; W. Gibson, 1882; McCombie Smith, 1891) where competitors travel to multiple events. Traveling between events is not exclusive to Highland Games and is an activity that has endured since before early Greek civilizations where increased competition and professionalization of sport increased travel (Torkildsen, 2005). Furthermore, in July consecutive Highland Games take place over a 9-day span providing ample opportunity for traveling competitors to compete at multiple events. As determined in this research the presence of international and domestic competitors contributes to the variety and uniqueness of these events in Scotland.

A series of in-depth interviews explore the unique perspective of organizers in Scotland where Highland Games are presented as a cultural community occasion showcasing competitive elements of indigenous Highland culture. The literature provides little insight into these phenomena in Scotland although there has been some interest in Highland games within diasporic communities, in North America by authors such as Chhabra (2004), Chhabra, Healy, and Sills (2003), Chhabra, Sills, and Cubbage (2003), Crane, Hamilton, and Wilson (2004), Donaldson (1986), Flinn and Turner (2014), Mason (2007), and Ray (2001). Redmond (1982) provided a general account of Scottish sporting activities in 1800s Canada, whereas more recent literature by authors such as by Bueltmann (2012), Patterson (2012), and Rutting and Li (2011) pertained to events in Australasia. The literature suggests that Highland Games staged outside Scotland generate greater academic interest than Scottish-based events. This study, in some part, redresses this and contributes to the literature on organization and management of community events.

The distinguishing attribute of this research is the content is based on primary data collected from a number of interviews whereas the following literature is more an overview of Highland Games. Authors such as Webster (1973, 2011), who provides the most informative account of Scottish Highland Games, recounting the history and evolution of the events and key competitive activities. Some mention of individual events is distinguished alongside reference to specific Scottish and international sporting champions. Other significant authors of Highland Games from a social science and sporting or nationalistic perspective are Jackson (1998), Jarvis (1991), and Trant (1987, 1989, 1998), athletic activities and the achievement of athletes (Allan, 1974; Donaldson, 1986; McCombie Smith, 1891), specific events (Airth Highland Games Committee, 1984; Colquhoun & Machell, 1927; McIntosh, 2008; Zarnowski, 2005), regional events (Knox, 2003, 2008), management and organization by Reynolds, and from a general perspective by Brander (1992), Grant (1961), and Macdonell (1937). The most prolific contributor to the literature on Scottish Highland Games is Jarvis (1989, 1991, 1994, 2000, 2003a, 2003b, 2005, 2006), Jarvis and Burnett (2000), and Jarvis and Reid (1999a, 1999b), exploring themes relating to sport, politics, communitarianism, nationalism, and the North American émigré.

Unique cultures are increasingly used to stimulate cultural tourism and increase visitor and touristic activity, and events that offer a unique cultural experience are often incorporated into event strategies to broaden tourist appeal. As cultural tourism is one of the fastest growing forms of tourism, destinations benefit when visitors have the opportunity to experience unique cultural settings, thereby sustaining cultural practices. Furthermore, indigenous cultural festivals are celebrations of local culture reconfirming a sense of identity through shared values (Donlon, Donlon, & Agrusa, 2010; Page & Connell, 2012; Whitford & Dunn, 2014) where residents are the central component. In the case of Highland Games and every competitive event, the competitors are key to a successful outcome although the
alignment with Scottish culture is distinctive from many mainstream competitive events.

Literature Review

Community events are primarily staged for the benefit of local residents where creating an enjoyable social experience is often the optimum goal. The event experience can be an amalgamation of unique traditional and cultural themes that celebrate local identity and bring sociocultural and economic benefits to a destination. There is a certain social value attached to community events as a motivator for community involvement, to strengthen community bonds, provide sociocultural benefits, and celebrate community values.

The sharing of culture and beliefs lead to increased social interaction (De Bres & Davis, 2001; Gelder & Robinson, 2010; Jamieson, 2014; Mayfield & Compton, 1995; McCleary, 1995; O’Sullivan & Jackson, 2002) and the creation of collective community memories. Of significance are individuals who return as visitors with familial connections, to reconnect with family and friends engendering loyalty to a place through event attendance (Akhoondnejad, 2016; Devismes, 2014). Notably, community events reunite past residents, family, and friends who use festival and event spaces to meet for social reunion to create shared experiences, values, and beliefs (Brewster, 2014; Dimmock & Tyce, 2001; Gelder & Robinson, 2010; Jamieson, 2014; Light, 1996; Pegg & Patterson, 2010; Ziakas & Costa, 2010), which, through social interaction, leads to increased engagement and collective efficacy within communities. Such reunions are likely to contribute significantly to shared emotions and the creation of memorable experiences as found by Wood and Kenyon (2018). A similar theme exploring senses and emotions was found by Christou, Sharpley, and Farmaki (2018) to be linked to event satisfaction. A particularly poignant theme when referring to former residents returning to a community where previously shared experiences may be revisited by familiarity of the temporal and spatial places within festivals and events.

The uniqueness of community events may appeal to heterogeneous audiences as a collective celebration. Although there are likely to be residents that are disengaged because it is unlikely that all community members will attend a local event such as minority groups or others with a general disinterest in the event (Azara et al., 2018; Bagiran & Kurgen, 2016; Boo, Carruthers, & Busser, 2014; Rogers & Anastasiadou, 2011). Unsurprisingly, Derrett (2005) found the sustainability of cultural community events improved if the local population is supportive of the event. Furthermore, when applying the motivation–opportunity–ability model to gauge community engagement and participation at local festivals, Jepson, Clarke, and Ragsdell (2014) found that sustainability can be achieved when the local population is actively engaged in the planning and decision-making process of events. However, if the value of events is perceived to be unsatisfactory by local businesses and residents there is likely to be less loyalty and support for the event.

The role and support by governance for community events can be vital to sustain nonprofit events that support sociocultural dimensions of a population. For example, research requested by the Scottish Government involved some elements of Scottish indigenous sport, which included Highland Games (DTZ Research, 2007), although there were no obviously perceived benefits for Highland Games from this study. Government policy has a central role to play in supporting festivals and events; therefore, Lee, Liu, Chung, and Ho (2015) argued that local authorities and government policy should support festival management of small culturally driven community events. Moreover, as defined by Wood (2005), measuring social and economic impacts of local authority supportive events is a beneficial tool when setting economic and social objectives for future events. To better understand the perceived impacts to the host community from an organizational perspective, Gursoy, Kim, and Uysal (2004) explored four key socioeconomic dimensions that were community cohesiveness, economic benefits, social incentives, and social costs, where the findings placed social benefits ahead of cost for the residents. However, economic impacts cannot be entirely disregarded because community events can appeal to an audience that extends beyond local boundaries and can bring substantial economic benefits to the residents (Baptista Alves, Cerro, & Ferreira Martins, 2010; Brewster, 2014).

By developing links between community events and local authorities and interlinking management...
with policy a stronger foundation of support can be established for events and festivals (Ziakas, 2013). Additionally, Mair and Whitford (2013) proposed that robust relationships between events and a suitable public policy agenda may increase community engagement with events. Where there were policies to strengthen the sense of community and reduce social isolation, Mair and Duffy (2015) found a growth in the number of community festivals.

Like many community events, most Highland Games operate on a not-for-profit basis where the reliance and enthusiasm of volunteers and contribution to community spirit is measurable. When approaching the parameters of event organizers there are many themes and associated areas of interest, such as social capital, group identity, and associations with community and place. The association between organizing groups of community events is expressed by Andersson and Getz (2009) as characteristic of the not-for-profit sector where benefits to the local community are the central common goals, where the volunteer workforce contributes to social cohesion, national identity, and pride. The organization of community events includes volunteers and often results in the reliance of a small number of people (Bendle & Patterson, 2008) and is typical of community-based voluntary organizations where, although there may not be commitment issues by the organizers, there can be difficulty recruiting new members. Some volunteer and community groups can be very effective at event operations due to the high levels of commitment and hard work (Brewster, 2014). Furthermore, Davies (2015) expressed that leadership qualities developed extend beyond the spatial and temporal limits of the event. Many events, in particular community events, would be unable to operate if it were not for the organizers who drive the management process as an essential volunteer workforce.

The creation of social capital is a central theme of community events where the need to form networks initiates bonding within an organization leading to a sense of belonging (Darcy et al., 2014). There is growing interest in the organization of sporting events and social capital and how social capital develops through organizing, coordinating, and participating in an event (O’Sullivan et al., 2008). Furthermore, Zakus et al. (2009) found evidence of the creation of social capital within the volunteer organizers of sports clubs, affirming positive development for individuals within the community that have affiliation to the sports.

It is not generally a key objective for community events to target visitors and tourists although Litvin (2013) extols the need for event organizers to elevate events beyond the locality of community to increase tourist spending for local businesses. Organizers of successful events are more likely to work collaboratively and build collective community memories.

Method

The foregoing literature presents an overview of themes within community festival and event research. This study employs a qualitative research technique in the form of in-depth interviews, which is fitting when operating within a social context from an interpretivist perspective. The data were collected as part of a wider study that investigated Highland Games in Scotland where the overall aim was to explore the management of the events and associated touristic activity. With a key focus on the structure of Highland Games in Scotland, the internal and external challenges faced by the volunteer organizers and collectively, the contribution to event tourism in Scotland (Brewster, 2014).

The philosophical underpinning is centered within a qualitative paradigm to explore the social relationships between individuals and how that social world develops. Following an interpretivist approach allows comprehensive understanding of the research topic through inductive reasoning (Pyke, Hartwell, Blake, & Hemingway, 2016). The interviews were conducted, recorded, and transcribed by the sole researcher in a timely fashion to ensure data was appropriately captured. Thereafter, the interviews were read and reread before being cross-referenced and as all respondents are experts (i.e., actively involved in management and organization of separate events), the data was deemed appropriate and accurate and contributed to the robustness of the data collection. Bryman (2008) cited four key areas as a means of corroborating the findings, which are: credibility, achieved by following good practice; transferability by producing rich descriptive accounts; dependability where complete records of all phases are maintained; and finally,
conformability whereby the researcher remains objective by not allowing personal values to influence the research gathering process or the findings derived from the analysis. In this instance, all four aspects were built into the research process. Previous communication between the researcher and respondents eliminated problems associated with trust to allow a relaxed informal discussion and minimize most issues of trust to establish credible validity (Gray, 2014; Silverman, 2006; Veal, 2011).

A combination of convenience and purposive nonprobability sampling techniques were employed to gather data from organizers and experts of Highland Games. Although purposive sampling may be considered unsuitable due to the potential for bias and lack of theoretical meaning (Malhotra & Birks, 2007) it is common practice when conducting qualitative research when the need for expert knowledge is required. Although the respondents were selected by a nonrandom process and therefore cannot be generalized to the wider population, there is strength in the expertise and robustness of respondents which gives validity to the findings.

The selection process for the respondents was based on an initial exploration of Highland Games organizations in Scotland and direct communication identified individuals suitable for recruitment with interviews conducted over a 4-month period. All respondents are active members involved with organizing Highland Games and considered to be experts, therefore able to recount real and unique perspectives of the events. The interviewees were chosen based on their geographical location to ensure representation of small and large, urban and rural events across Scotland and to reach a proportionate sample of respondents across Scotland (Bloch, 2009; Gray, 2009; Malhotra & Birks, 2007). To correspond with the number of events where surveys were distributed, a total of 16 respondents participated and because Highland Games operate in a very select environment where most of the people are known to each other it is necessary to restrict the interviewees’ direct associations with specific events to safeguard anonymity. In a male-dominated environment to include gender as a descriptor is likely to lead to the identification of any female participants; therefore, the respondents are individualized by numbers because there is a high possibility that some of the participants were aware of others participating in the research. Collectively the interviewees are referred to as the “organizers.”

The duration of the interviews was between 45 min and 1 hr, allowing sufficient time for the topics to be explored in depth and provide a substantial data set (Gray, 2009; Iacobucci & Churchill, 2010). To eliminate bias, the same amount of time was allocated to all respondents and the interviews followed a standardized semistructured format. In keeping with qualitative research principles, the semistructured interviews were loosely guided by a set of topics and all interviews were digitally recorded and transcribed verbatim by the researcher. Key topics had previously been identified as competitive activity and different aspects of committee organization and management, which were employed as a guide when developing the questions. By expressing opinions, the interviewees disclosed a rich stream of knowledge to deepen understanding of the events from a management and organizational perspective.

The resulting data were analyzed manually following an iterative process and a thematic framework facilitated themes to emerge inductively. As each interview was assessed information was added to the framework slowly building content until all interviews had been processed. A systematic procedure followed charting data into the framework matrix prior to mapping, interpretation, and contextualization through a process of sifting and sorting (Gale, Heath, Cameron, Rashid, & Redwood, 2013; Ritchie & Spencer, 2002). The data gathering exercise elicited a rich source of data providing unique data sets from each individual pertaining to attitudes, experiences, and perceptions of Highland games.

Findings

Central to a successful Highland Games are the competitors and is presented in the findings as a key theme, along with community associations and committee operations. In the first section attention is initially given to the importance of competitors. The second section addresses the community nature of the events, which operate on a not-for-profit basis and the final section turns to the committee as the organizers of the individual events. Each interviewee provided perceptions of their own individual
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event \((n = 16)\) and areas of national interest to provide an overview of the events in Scotland.

Scope of Competitive Activity

It is important to reaffirm the cultural significance of competitive activity at Highland Games to include, but not restricted to, bagpipe music, Highland dancing, track and field athletics, and heavy events such as hammer throwing and tossing the caber. When asked about the breadth of competitive activity at the games Respondent 2 proposed:

The whole spread if possible [all competitive activity], you would have the heavyweight events, the focus of the games, then you would have the light events, the running and the field events, high jump, long jump, pole vault if possible . . . . Highland dancing, again another focus, a huge contributor, colorful and musical, solo piping if you can, not such a big attraction but it’s very much part of the games’ history and pipe bands, not necessarily a competition but pipe bands have to be there just as an attraction. Certainly, involve children’s events because it is a community event . . . kids are just as entertaining as your top professional athletes and provide just as much fun . . . kids races are a great event.

As the competitive activities vary across the events, so does the expertise of competitors including elite professional athletes to amateurs and locals. Given the option, many elite athletes, such as the heavy event athletes, may choose to compete at the most prestigious events, or events that offer the highest prize money. The number and scale of events ensures that the less accomplished competitors have ample opportunity to hone their skills at nonprestigious events. Elite and nonelite competitors are equally important although it would seem the spectators are less concerned about elite competition in favor of the spectacle and competition. Similarly, Hinch and Higham (2005) suggested that the presence of elite athletes at sports events is unlikely to have undue influence on spectator numbers and it is unlikely that many competitors at Highland Games are well-known outside their disciplines, although Scottish competitor Mark Dry won a bronze medal for the hammer throw at the Commonwealth Games in Glasgow, 2014 and at the Gold Coast Commonwealth Games in 2018 (Jardine, 2018) and is a familiar figure as a heavy event athlete at Highland Games in Scotland.

There are Highland Games that attract less than 1,500 spectators (Brewster, 2014; Brewster et al., 2009) but the implication is that Highland Games could accommodate higher numbers of track and field athletes. Most of the commentators cited all competitive activity as equally important in order to provide the kind of spectacle and entertainment the audience expects, explained by Respondent 2:

It’s not about purely athletes, it’s about all the disciplines, you know, solo piping, pipe bands, running, tug o’ wars, your heavyweights and a very central thing too are the kids’ races, the participation of kids in the event . . . you won’t get everyone out to go and watch heavyweights, nor just watch dancing, but the whole amalgam.

Overseas competitors are frequently seen participating at events and bring with them an added dimension to the content as well as implications for the economic benefits of event tourism.

Scotland is unique as the home of Highland Games and as such attracts competitors from around the world. There are opportunities to compete overseas at Highland Games in countries such as the US, Canada, Australia, and many other global destinations. When asked about the participation of overseas competitors, Respondents 15 and 16 confirmed individual international competitors present in all disciplines. Although there are also groups of competitors traveling with a supporting entourage to multiple events as proposed by Respondent 11:

Sometimes, dancers usually, if they’re coming over on holiday sometimes they’ll come two or three families at a time, there might only be one or a couple of dancers in it but you then get groups.

This provides evidence that international competitors are found at numerous events and follow a “circuit” around the country as confirmed by Respondent 7 who suggests that over a 2-week period the international competitors choose a number of events to attend. Traveling between destinations to compete at multiple events is a practice that has been taking place since before early Greek civilizations when competitors traveled between villages to compete (Torkildsen, 2005). Heavy event athletes, pipe bands, and Highland dancers are the
highest profile international competitors with many taking advantage of their time in Scotland by following a circuit to compete at a number of different events. The movement of competitors is well documented (Brander, 1992; Colquhoun & Machell, 1927; W. Gibson, 1882; McCombie Smith, 1891; Webster, 2011), although not always welcome as lamented by Macdonnell (1937) who was concerned that professional athletes followed a Highland Games circuit to maximize their winnings.

Respondents 4, 7, 8, 9, 11, 13, 14, 15, and 16 all indicated groups of international competitors were present at their events, predominately the disciplines of heavy events, Highland dancing, and pipers. With competitors traveling from Australia, Canada, New Zealand, South Africa, France, Germany, Netherlands, Ireland, and England. The researcher encountered a number of international track and field athletes, heavy athletes, Highland dancers, pipe bands, and cyclists specifically traveling to Scotland to compete at Highland Games, who are contributing significantly to the Scottish economy. Recent research suggests that, overall, Highland Games contribute £25 million to the Scottish economy (Campsie, 2018).

When collecting data, the researcher encountered a group of 85 Canadians comprising Highland dancers from a single Dance School, and pipe bands who traveled to Scotland specifically to compete at multiple Highland Games and returned every 4 or 5 years. Another group of 32 Canadian Highland dancers and pipers were also encountered and extended to 12 Australian track and field athletes and cyclists who were competing at a number of Highland Games over a 2-week period. Once the Highland Games calendar commences there are events nearly every Saturday and Sunday with multiple events taking place during July and August. An added incentive is perhaps the 9-day window of opportunity in the middle of July when there are events over a consecutive 9-day period.

Committee and Community Associations

Typically, community events such as Highland Games strive to create space for an inclusive environment. It is common knowledge that community events require the support of the host community to remain sustainable and claim their place on the annual events calendar. The relationship between the organizers and the local community is important to foster reciprocation between events and the resident community. The general consensus of the respondents signifies that first and foremost the events are staged for the entertainment of the host population, although visitors and tourists are equally welcome. There was some considerable acknowledgement of community support by all respondents although the event of Respondent 15 targeted tourists as well as community.

This reflects the findings of Harlambos and Holborn (2008) and Mohan and Mohan (2002), who found stronger evidence of social capital within small communities where the community’s affiliation for the event exemplifies the mutual support extolled by the exponents of social capital. There were even suggestions that up to a certain threshold, smaller communities are better equipped to stage more meaningful events for the local residents as explained by Respondent 10:

They’re community events, . . . that’s the day every year when whether it be the local fête or whatever, in some areas it’s the Highland Games . . . . So, you’ve got the local traditional events which historically have been held there and they’re for locals but then the other side of that, some of the bigger games are really appealing to the overseas market or visitors . . . it’s a day out for them being there.

A key element of Highland games is that they take place on the same day each year, such as the second Saturday in July and are an important annual feature for many communities. Respondents 2, 12, 14, 15, and 16 held similar points of view whereby the events are run by the local community for the local community and in many cases an important and long-established fixture within small rural locations.

There is a general consensus that it is the people, the local community, and all the individuals that come together as a singular extended community in its entirety that provide the essence of Highland Games. As described by Respondent 16:

Where do the games fit within the communities in which they are held? It’s community development, it’s community enterprise. It’s collectively doing something well together and I think that’s
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quite important, a bit of glue keeping communities together.

The idea of individuals working together builds community value through the creation of social capital adding to community well-being corresponding with Blackshaw (2009), Halpern (2003), Portes (1998), and Sharpley and Stone (2012).

A few events have evolved or moved away from a centrally based community event sometimes with deliberate intention to target tourists and visitors from a wider environment. Even so, communities are strong when associated with Highland Games and the link between community and the events was evident during the interviews, although there is acknowledgment that visitors and tourists bring a welcome added dimension to the events. The support extends beyond the intangible sense of community where the cultural content appeals to visitors and tourists. Because the majority of respondents found visitors and tourists at their own events provides further proof that community events can appeal to wider audiences. Furthermore, this research found evidence of a substantial number of tourists at all the events in this study (Brewster, 2014). Brewster (2014) also found evidence of support from returning community members, friends, and relatives who contribute to the diasporic community and confirmed by Respondent 16 who states “there are a lot of people who come back to the village for games’ day.” The presence of former residents, family, and friends at Highland games was also found by Jarvie (2003a), where the event is the primary motivator to travel. Every Highland Games is unique in location and content and it may be the differences between the events that motivate individuals to travel to multiple events in one season or across a number of years.

Most Highland Games operate with a standard committee of volunteers who donate time, energy, and skills, working behind the scenes to organize and manage the events. There can be specific challenges related to a volunteer workforce as found within the realms of Highland Games’ organizers by Reynolds, where bringing new members to committees was challenging. The general format of organizations operating within a formal committee structure is that official bearers remain in place for a certain term and replaced by other elected members on completion of that term. However, it is apparent that the succession of appointed members is quite different as commented by Respondent 16 when referring to the changeover of elected committee members:

It [committee age] tends to be older . . . there are a lot of people who are retired and so I would say you would probably find the average age of sort of 60ish but there are a lot of people also sort of semi-retired. . . . I think it is difficult to get younger people involved in that because they tend not to have the time.

Although the challenge of appointing new committee members is a real problem the respondents were vociferous in agreeing the benefits of older long-term members as explained by Respondent 1: “There’s several hundred years’ experience . . . there are one or two younger ones, but by and large, a lot of experience on that committee.” A sentiment shared by Respondents 1 and 13 where some committee members have been involved in running the games for many years. Although the depth of knowledge and expertise held by long-standing members was recognized, some concerns were expressed by Respondents 1, 2, 4, 8, 11, 14, and 15 associated with the ability of ageing members to carry out the physical work required to set up the events. It is common for the average age of committee members to be around 60 years and with increasing numbers of septuagenarians and octogenarians serving on committees the physical challenges are understandable.

The suggestion that long serving committee members can be a good thing is corroborated by Respondent 1: “a lot of them (events) have worked with the same committee members, diehard committee members and have maybe run the games for 20 years.” The implication is that not everyone who is a long-serving committee member wants to leave and may be linked with the social aspects of volunteering or reliance on enthusiasm as expressed by Gursoy et al. (2003). The sense of commitment is a recurring theme as Respondent 7 explained:

They tend to stay, once you’re in with the games you tend to get hooked and you definitely stay . . . it’s difficult nowadays . . . to get people to come on to the committee especially because it’s voluntary.
The commitment by acting committee members contribute to successful event operations where volunteer community groups can be very effective due to high levels of commitment and hard work. The reliance on a small number of dedicated individuals replicates the findings of Bendle and Patterson (2008) and Gursoy et al. (2003), where enthusiasm is the mainstay and commitment to the group increases with the length of service, even when elderly committee members are unable to equally contribute to the preparations. Although there appears to be a number of older committee members keen to continue to organize Highland Games, there are others who may prefer to leave but do not feel that is a viable option.

Recruitment and Sustainability

The theme of recruiting new members emerged as evidence concludes there is some reluctance to leave the committee prior to appointing a new member, even when committee members may not want to remain on the committee ad infinitum as explained by Respondent 5:

Often committee members stay on the committee because they are committed to the games and realize that if they were to leave the committee there’s nobody else really to replace them. So . . . over the years I can think of a few people who wanted to give it up but haven’t been able to give it up because there’s nobody else to do the job.

Contrastingly, Respondent 2 stated:

Most of the lads here . . . it’s such a long history that they want to keep it going, that’s the great thing, bring in youngsters onto the committee . . . the youngsters want to come on in the country areas, they want to put that in, it’s seen as a great thing to belong to the local games. You need to keep feeding in youngsters all the time if you want anything to continue.

Formal committees rely on a steady succession of new recruits to replace retiring members and fill the formal positions; for example, chairman, secretary, and treasurer. The difficulties attracting new members and some of the misconceptions of potential members may be a barrier to recruitment. The inability to increase committee member numbers and introduce younger members is a concern for some, as explained by Respondent 10:

The next generation don’t seem to have the same interest, but as they get older that might change, but at the moment my concern would be, who’s going to take it on? Who’s going to keep it going?

The difficulty found by some organizations to attract younger or new members is potentially fateful to the future of the events and is typified by Bendle and Patterson (2008), where events are dependent on a relatively small number of organizers. If unable to recruit new members places there are increasing demands on existing committees, perhaps not in the sense of knowledge and experience, but certainly the physicality required to set up the event is a challenge for some of the older members. Other barriers relate to management, skills, and knowledge and the perceptions of the committees as offered by Respondent 15:

They [community] might see it [Highland Games] as some sort of specialism that people couldn’t learn, maybe think it’s a sort of closed society, you know you’ve got a committee . . . everybody’s got to start somewhere.

Another potential problem was identified by Respondent 3, who disclosed that as a relatively new participant, the individual found they were “up against a form of entrenchment through tradition, it’s always been done like this, it’s always worked.”

Respondent 9 simply stated when referring to recruiting new members “It is difficult to get folks. . . . Very much a problem,” perhaps exacerbated by the volunteer status of committees as noted by Respondent 7:

It’s difficult nowadays . . . to get people to come on to the committee especially because it’s voluntary. . . . We’re slowly getting younger ones in now but it’s a struggle, it’s a real struggle to get younger people interested in Highland Games, to give their time up . . . they don’t want to do the voluntary bit.

Respondents 5, 14, and 15 expressed similar difficulties when recruiting new members, with comments such as: “it’s hard to attract people full stop . . . it’s usually down to a band of committed volunteers who tend to stay for quite a number of
years” (Respondent 5); “He’s always going to pack it in, but he never does, nobody seems to want to do it” (Respondent 14); and It’s quite difficult to get them [committee members] . . . it’s the same people that have been doing the same job now . . . he’s retired in his late sixties . . . he’s got nobody to take his place. (Respondent 15)

There are variations of successful recruitment of new, younger members resulting in situations where current members feel unable to retire, partly due to concerns relating to the capability of a reduced number of members managing the event. The commitment demonstrated is tangible in that the prime purpose is without doubt the future continuance of the events. The relationship between committee members support for the organization and fellow members suggests evidence of social capital associated with individuals, groups, and organizations proposed by Arcodia and Whitford (2008), Putman (1993), O’Sullivan et al. (2008), and Seippel (2006). However, the findings allude to elements of exclusion if potential committee members do not feel they belong or that the organization is somehow elitist and engenders apprehension by outsiders as found by Blackshaw (2009), Halpern (2003), Portes (1998), Putman (1993), Taylor (2011), and Tonts (2005) in relation to social capital.

Some committee members would gladly hand over the reins to new and younger members, although it is suggested that other members remain through choice, even if not capable of contributing fully in all aspects of the organization and management of the events. Crucially, within the management processes a network of contacts and individual expertise is developed, which is invaluable although does not alleviate the difficulty to recruit new members, which remains a constant underlying theme for most events.

Although difficult to determine without further research there were a few reasons stated as to why new members were not coming forward. One perception is that some of the committee had been part of the organization for such a long period of time they were reluctant to change, which may be perceived by potential new members as a deterrent as longer-serving committee members may stifle new ideas. The notion that membership was a closed shop, or an old boys’ network was also highlighted as a possible deterrent. However, even although some of the respondents highlight this as a potential issue, they did not share the same views suggesting some misconception between the community and the organization.

A general lack of interest in Highland Games was also cited as a deterrent to new members, or a fear of the unknown where it is thought that some kind of expert knowledge is required to even approach the committee. In some instances, it is suggested that the host community are unaware of the problems the organizations have in recruiting new members, or that no help is required. Finally, the younger generation may not have the time or inclination to be involved in a voluntary capacity that requires substantial time and effort. Further research is required to explore the reasons why it may be difficult to recruit new members from within the community.

The not-for-profit organizers of Highland Games find themselves in similar situations with comparable outdoor, community event organizations. The organizers not only have to contend with adverse weather but negotiating legislation and contesting elements that may impact on the event and spectacle is likely to be an ongoing process, particularly when successive governments continue to reshape the endeavors of previous administrations.

Discussion and Conclusions

Although this research is set within Highland Games, many community events are based on a similar committee membership format and as such are likely to face similar challenges. Particularly, as a sustainable committee membership is key to the events’ successful management and organization. As with any event the support, level of contribution from the community, and content of sufficient interest is crucial in terms of production.

Athletics, music, and dance are the core competitive activities at Highland Games, determining the cultural base that appeals to national and international competitors. Therefore, it is important for the organizers to include activities that appeal to a broad spectrum of competitors and spectators. Some events are renowned for high level and prestigious competition whereas others are localized and are less competitive in terms prize money. As with most competitions, the competitors have a variety of skill levels and the diversity and range of events across community events.
Scotland ensure many opportunities for competitors of any skill level to compete. The variance of expertise between the elite professional athletes, amateurs, local competitors, and others provide opportunities for the less advanced to hone their skills before advancing to events that are more prestigious. Even although not all events attract elite competitors it is not considered a disadvantage, mainly because the spectators may be unaware of the presence of elite competitors. Therefore, the element of competition is important to the audience, although there is capacity to increase the presence of track and field athletic clubs at some events. Maybe Highland Games are not perceived as venues for light track and field competition although the inclusion of a triathlon at Loch Lomond Highland Games is likely to broaden appeal for triathletes.

Although international competitors are a significant presence at sporting events, the competitive element can be a major attraction for tourists such as Dragon Boat races in China (Mccartney & Osti, 2007), the Nadim Festival in Mongolia (Thompson & Schofield, 2009), or camel racing and wrestling in Turkey (Donlon, Donlon, & Agrusa, 2010). The contribution of competitors is essential to the success of any sporting event. Fortunately, the interest in competing at Highland Games is evident nationally and internationally, where both sporting and bagpipe music are keenly contested by domestic and international pipers. As noted by the researcher groups of international competitors were present at a number of events, which may be associated with the number of Highland Games that are staged outside Scotland.

There is overwhelming evidence that determines extremely strong links between the organizers and the host community through frequent comments relating to the importance of community as a focal point of the events. The community is not only an important source of demand for the events but also as suppliers through the efforts of volunteers as part of the organizational workforce. The general consensus is that these culturally based community events have related meaning for the host community; therefore, are better supported than other events because one of the many facets of Highland Games is their ability to mobilize communities.

The events are individual and unique mostly due to local communities organizing traditional events for the entertainment of the local residents, although the indigenous nature of the sporting, musical, and dancing content undeniably attracts visitors and tourists. There is a real emphasis on the ability of Highland Games to pull communities together that benefit residents beyond the event. Records suggest that some of these events have been staged for over 200 years (Brewster, 2014) and are a well-established focal point for the community that reunites former residents who return specifically for these events. Although the majority of organizers associate the events first and foremost with a community focus, a minority suggest their own event has outgrown, or moved beyond simply being a community event to specifically appeal to a broader tourist market.

There is a sense of community strength and cohesion more so in small villages or urban environments where strong social networks foster mutual obligations between people as proposed by Bourdieu (1985), Harris (1998), and visitors demonstrates evidence of social capital as proposed by Portes (1988), Harris (1998), Portes (1988), and Torche and Valenzuela (2011).

The purpose of this research and principle outcome is to better understand the managerial implications for community event organizers. For instance, it is perhaps surprising the seemingly fragile nature of committee membership, in terms of sustainability and challenges associated with attracting new members. Furthermore, it is useful for event organizers to understand the dynamics of committee membership from an organizational and management perspective of small community events.

Limitations of this study is the focus on Highland Games, although it is important to note that these challenges are likely to arise in any committees tasked with the management and organization of community events. Additionally, because the data were qualitative it has not been quantified. The results define some of the key aspects faced by contemporary committees with many resolute in the view that the events are run for the community by the community. One of the recurring themes is the difficulty some events encounter in their quest to attract new and younger committee members, which may be a common occurrence within not-for-profit...
communities. However, this is of less concern to small rural communities with a long tradition of Highland Games and supported by the majority of residents than even long-established events neighboring or set within urban areas. The one key area that is crucial is to introduce new members to the committee so that more experienced organizers can pass on their knowledge or expertise, thereby ensuring valuable knowledge remains within the committee. It is one area under the control of the organizers and perhaps may require further exploration to comprehend why there appears to be some detachment in the succession planning to recruit new members. The seemingly reluctance to join Highland Games committees may be a misperception of the events. Where the core sporting and competitive activities are overshadowed by the tartan and heritage perspective, which may not appeal to potential younger members. The findings of this study confirm the need to understand organizational implications when managing small community events, particularly when there are historical or cultural associations with communities. Although this study focused on Highland Games and the views of the managing committees, there are implications for committee-led not-for-profit community events. There are likely to be many similar not-for-profit organizations operating throughout the world that have to adhere to specific regulations to be legitimized. In order for community organizations to be legitimate and transparent in Scotland, some of the central actions required are that key members are elected at Annual General Meetings, a constitution is developed, financial records are retained, meetings are recorded through minutes, and a meeting schedule exists. Furthermore, to meet legal requirements as a charity in Scotland and attest the organization is being run properly, not-for-profit organizations register with the Office of the Scottish Charity Regulator (OSCR). Thus, although this research is based on Scottish organizations the study could be extended to other events to provide further insights of the organization and management of community events.
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